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Abstract

This document presents all the Communication tools currently available and foreseen in the future to promote ICT4CART to target audiences. The communication tools, included in this deliverable, are part of the project’s communication and dissemination strategy and, together with its brand identity, have the aim of ensuring the maximum diffusion and impact of relevant ICT4CART information, results and findings. The development of such tools will be reported in D9.3 “Definition of Communication Strategy and Plan (Version III)”, due in month 30.
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<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Grant Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Project officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>Power Point Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;I</td>
<td>Research and Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
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1 Purpose of the document

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the ICT4CART Communication tools which have been developed since the beginning of the project and the ones foreseen throughout its implementation. Such tools have been created in the framework of ICT4CART Communication Strategy and Plan, in order to provide the partners with effective instruments to promote and display project’s results, findings and news, to build a solid off-line and on-line reputation and to represent ICT4CART during events, conferences and workshops’ attendance. The Communication tools have also the objective of supporting the diffusion of ICT4CART’s key messages, which have been detailed in D9.1 “Definition of Communication Strategy and Plan” (Version 1), to each audience’s target group. In addition, this deliverable represents a useful summary of all available instruments to pursue the objective of ICT4CART promotion and dissemination for the project’s consortium.

The tools presented in this document will be updated/developed as needed throughout the project lifecycle and implementation, and reported in D9.6 “Communication tools (Version II)”, due in M24. Their development will be further presented in D9.3 “Definition of Communication Strategy and Plan” (Version III), due in M30.

Communication tools can be used freely by all consortium members, however all external bodies, except for the European Commission, must acquire the required permission from the consortium, before proceeding with any use of the ICT4CART material.

2 Communication Tools

2.1 Printed material

Printed material is an effective way to promote and showcase the project’s core objectives and main facts during conferences, workshops and events the consortium organises or participates in. Printed material is useful to build a significant offline presence, raising awareness and interest among the audience and giving them an opportunity to further investigate in the project and take contact with the consortium.

ICT4CART printed material will be produced throughout the project implementation, tailoring the new products and adapting the existing ones according to its evolution and needs, to guarantee a significant and effective dissemination at relevant events.

All materials will conform to the project visual identity, ensuring the correct use of the logo, colour palette, fonts and brand identity, as detailed in D9.1.

Moreover, all printed products will comply with EC visual regulation for H2020 R&I co-funded actions,
displaying the official EU logo and disclaimer, as demanded and with an appropriate prominence.

2.1.1 ICT4CART Printed material: to date

As of M6 (February 2019), the following Communication tools have been developed and are available for dissemination purposes:

- One ICT4CART roll-up banner (see Figure 1 below): the roll-up banner highlights the project’s tagline, which can be considered as summarising the common ICT4CART main goal: “A Connected Future for Automated Driving”. The concept picture and overall design have been carefully selected to depict ICT4CART in a consistent way, as suggested in the project’s brand identity and guidelines; the short text included in the banner puts an accent to one of ICT4CART’s pillar: the cooperation between different industry sectors to achieve the common goal of a higher level of driving automation. The roll-up includes all 21 partners’ logos, and will be used by each of them in several occasion in which ICT4CART will have a fixed presence, i.e. exhibitions, demonstrations, conferences etc. The promotion of the valuable asset represented by each of ICT4CART partner enhances the impact of this product and its capacity of raising interest among the audience about the project’s future achievements, motivating the public to follow ICT4CART implementation and get in contact with the consortium;

- One ICT4CART factsheet (see Figure 2 below): the project factsheet is an efficient dissemination and communication product that provides the targeted audiences with all the relevant information in a clear and concise way, and yet not missing any of it. The visuals are in line with the project’s brand identity and colours, and the one-page format makes it an ideal instrument to be distributed during relevant events and other dissemination occasions;

- One ICT4CART flagship flyer (see Figure 3 below): the flyer has been developed using the project’s factsheet’s concept, to ensure a visual and content consistency among all ICT4CART communication tools and products, but with the idea of offering a more complete and extended version of it. In addition to the project’s objectives, partners’ logos, contact details, this recto/verso trifold includes more details about ICT4CART challenges, solutions and architecture. A map depicting the four test sites and a section dedicated to the impact are also included. The flagship flyer will be used as additional dissemination material to distribute during relevant events and other occasions.

---

Figure 1: ICT4CART roll-up banner
Figure 2: ICT4CART Factsheet
2.1.2 ICT4CART Printed material: foreseen products

During the project lifecycle, further printed material may be produced as needed and agreed among the consortium members, to attend/host specific events relevant for ICT4CART successful communication and dissemination activities.

As foreseen in the GA, a set of ICT4CART roll-up banners will be developed throughout the project’s implementation.

The additional products will be presented in D9.6 Communication tools (Version II), due in M24, and the whole Communication kit developments will be included in D9.2 and D9.3 ("Definition of Communication Strategy and Plan Version II and III), due respectively in M18 and M30.

2.2 Digital presence

ICT4CART’s digital presence will be ensured by a dedicated website and other relevant social media platforms to enhance the impact of its communication and dissemination activities. Such online presence will ensure an effective and efficient communication of ICT4CART news, results and events, in order to maximise the project’s impact, reach and involve the widest audience possible throughout its implementation.
2.2.1 Digital presence: to date

2.2.1.1 ICT4CART website

ICT4CART’s website domain is www.ict4cart.eu.

The project website has been designed with the purpose of creating a visually appealing, user-friendly information hub, complying with EC’s requirements and able to convey ICT4CART’s messages to the interested audience.

The website’s design has been carefully selected to follow ICT4CART’s brand identity: all visual elements have been created by deconstructing the project’s logo and placing its components in the website’s space, to create a well recognisable visual pattern and, next to it, a road/path to follow while browsing among ICT4CART’s information.

The website includes several dedicated sections in order to be as complete as possible. In phase 1 of its launch (end of M6, February 2019), the website will include information about the consortium, the project’s objectives, the pilot sites, the social media links and the contact details.

Some of the sections, which content will be available at a later stage in ICT4CART’s implementation (such as future events, newsletter, deliverables etc.), are going to be hidden, even though already part of the website’s structure and functionality.

In phase 2 of the launch, foreseen at the end of Y1, all sections will be fed with content and made visible on the website.

ICT4CART’s website follows the structure below (please refer also to Figure 4 to 11 below):

- About;
- Objectives;
- Pilots;
- News;
- Hub;
- Contacts.

These main sections will include several sub-pages to gather future and past events, media clips, publications, deliverables, partners’ descriptions, links to social media with a preview of the latest news and posts, a subscription box to the project’s newsletter, which will be issued every six months, starting from the end of Y1. The above-mentioned sections will be updated and enriched throughout the project’s lifecycle, to ensure an effective flow of information for consortium partners and users.
Figure 4: ICT4CART website: homepage/1
Latest news and tweets

Checkout all the latest news, events and tweets or sign up to our bi-weekly newsletter and stay informed.

Multi million euro automated driving project will now proceed ahead within three years
For three years, the EU and companies such as Toyota and Nokia will gather for autonomous driving.

From 2019 Ulm city center will become a testing ground for self-driving cars
Ulm becomes a testing ground for automated driving and a whole network of vehicles.

Figure 5: ICT4CART website: homepage/2
Figure 6: ICT4CART website: about
Seability

Role in the project

SeAbility is leading task 9.2 activities related to dissemination activities and event organization. SeAbility is also involved in the definition of use cases, requirements, in the conduction of the Market Needs Analysis – from freight transport point of view – in the description of specifications and architecture considering data and IT services and in the definition of Data Exchange Services with a specific focus on commercial vehicles. SeAbility is also contributing and supporting the definition of the evaluation methodology and plan, the identification of the impact assessment, the conduction of cost analysis and market sustainability and the exploitation strategy of the ICT4CART project.

About SeAbility – SeAB

Drawing on a family tradition in the field of transport and shipping agencies spanning more than 190 years (from 1930), SeAbility Ltd. is active in the fields of international freight transport (road, air, sea), shipping agencies, and logistics.

SeAbility’s philosophy is dedicated to the on-stop development of specialized services, network connectivity issues, data handling and security with the capability and flexibility to extend to the client’s specific needs and add tangible value to their business operations.

Building on its heritage in freight transportation, logistics and shipping agencies and by leveraging its expertise in those domains, SeAbility is also focusing on new networking concepts for better information flow, network resources management and sharing, through Service Directed Architecture (SDA) solutions and consultancy services covering all areas of transportation and also fields related to environmental issues, smart cities and energy, safety, and security applications.

SeAbility has expertise and experience in a broad range of technology and application fields, such as:

- Impact assessment and benchmarking of the logistics & transport sector;
- Intermodal transport operations and processes (sea, road, rail, air transport);
- Short sea transport and small ships operations (sea);
- Consolidation, forwarding, and door to door services;
- Energy and environmental applications;
- ICT technologies and Software Platforms, including Information and Communication Systems;
- Business intelligence and big data analytics in the transport and logistics sector.

Follow us online

Official website
www.seability.eu

Social media
Twitter
LinkedIn

Figure 7: ICT4CART website: Partners’ detailed page
Figure 8: ICT4CART website: objectives

Objectives

The goal of ICT4CART will be achieved through the following objectives. The relevant project Work Packages (WPs) are listed at the end of each objective description.

01. Identify the functional and technical connectivity requirements posed by the needs of higher levels of automation (SAE L3 & L4) ensuring communication redundancy and increased reliability.

02. Implement and test a standards-based distributed IT environment for data aggregation capable of collecting and managing in an automated and interoperable way all the exchanged data regarding the driver, the vehicle, the vulnerable road users (VRUs) and the infrastructure, leveraging also cloud technology.

03. Implement cyber-security and data protection and privacy mechanisms aligned with the EU policy objectives.

04. Improve localisation by combining information from different sources (European GNSS, on-board sensors, other vehicles, infrastructure, etc.) and adapt existing tools and algorithms for data fusion.

05. Validate and demonstrate the ICT infrastructure architecture through the project use cases and test sites.
Four very different pilot sites, eight challenging objectives

Figure 9: ICT4CART website: pilot sites landing page
Figure 10: ICT4CART website: deliverables
Figure 11: ICT4CART website: contacts & newsletter form
2.2.1.2 ICT4CART social media accounts

Since the beginning of the project, the following social channels have been launched and utilised to promote ICT4CART content:

- **ICT4CART LinkedIn group** ("ICT4CART", [https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13642288/]), a community and facilitator for partners and stakeholders’ discussions and idea exchanges. ERTICO is responsible of its maintenance and update with relevant information. The LinkedIn group counts, as of February 2019, 39 members (see Figure 12 below).

- **Two different Twitter accounts:**
  1. **ERTICO Innovation** (@ERTICO, [https://twitter.com/ERTICO]), with 6,280 followers as of February 2019 (see Figure 13 below);
  2. **ICT4CART** dedicated Twitter account (@ict4cart, [https://twitter.com/ict4cart]), managed by SEABILITY in coordination with ICCS, counting 81 followers as of February 2019 (see Figure 14 below).

![Figure 12: ICT4CART LinkedIn group](image-url)
All social media accounts comply with the guidelines provided in the EC Social media guide for EU funded R&I projects\(^2\).

### 2.2.2 Digital presence: foreseen products

With the aim of enhancing the impact and effectiveness of ICT4CART communication and dissemination activities, the GA foresees additional digital material to be developed at a later stage, namely:

- a regular e-newsletter to be published every six months, starting from the end of the first year of the project, including the most relevant information, outcomes and results together with

\(^2\) H2020 Programme: Guidance, Social media guide for EU funded R&I projects

attended and upcoming events. ERTICO will coordinate this activity;

- short videos to be created, starting from M18;
- ICT4CART giveaways with QR code linking to the project website;
- one professional video.

3 Conclusions

This deliverable presented ICT4CART Communication Tools (Version I), which will be used as set of instruments for the consortium members to disseminate ICT4CART and maximize its impact.

This deliverable described the material that has been already produced since the project’s start, and the further products foreseen to be developed throughout ICT4CART’s implementation, as described in the GA but also as it may be needed/useful for the project’s future developments.

The development of the tools described in this deliverable will be reported in D9.3 Definition of Communication Strategy and Plan (Version III), due in month 30.